Investigation of the effect of hydroxypropyl methylcellulose on the phase transformation and release profiles of carbamazepine-nicotinamide cocrystal.
The aim of this work was to investigate the influence of hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC) on the phase transformation and release profile of carbamazepine-nicotinamide (CBZ-NIC) cocrystal in solution and in sustained release matrix tablets. The polymorphic transitions of the CBZ-NIC cocrystal and its crystalline properties were examined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD), Raman spectroscopy, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The apparent CBZ solubility and dissolution rate of CBZ-NIC cocrystal were constant in different concentrations of HPMC solutions. In a lower percentage of HPMC in the matrix tablets, the CBZ release profile of the CBZ-NIC cocrystal was nonlinear and declined over time. With an increased HPMC content in the tablets, the CBZ-NIC cocrystal formulation showed a significantly higher CBZ release rate in comparison with the other two formulations of CBZ III and the physical mixture. Because of a significantly improved dissolution rate of the CBZ-NIC cocrystal, the rate of CBZ entering into solution is significantly faster than the rate of formation of the CBZ-HPMC soluble complex in solution, leading to a higher supersaturation level of CBZ and subsequently precipitation of CBZ dihydrate.